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INTRODUCTION 
In this classical paper of 1948, K. 0. Friedrichs considered an example of a 
self-adjoint operator T,, having a point eigenvalue embedded in its continuous 
spectrum which disappears under a perturbation EL’ of rank 2 [l, Sections 
6-8 and Section IO]. Friedrichs analyzed the perturbed operator 
T, = TO $- EV, and showed that although there was no eigenvalue of T, 
the density function of the spectral measure of T, was peaked, for small 
positive E, near the solution h, of the formal perturbation equations-an 
example of the “spectral concentration” phenomenon, which has been 
discussed by several authors for isolated eigenvalues. (See [2], [3, Chapt. VIII] 
and [4].) 
In the present paper, as a first step toward a general analysis of the problem, 
we shall consider the case of a perturbation Y of arbitrary finite rank. First, 
we shall give sufficient conditions under which an embedded eigenvalue h, 
of T,, of simple multiplicity vanishes under perturbation by I’ (Theorem I). 
These conditions state essentially that (a) except for the point mass at /\a , 
the spectral measure of To is rather smooth near ha, and (b) there is, in a 
certain sense, no “degeneracy” of I’ at h, . Under these conditions, the part 
of T,, on the orthogonal complement of the eigenspace of A,, is absolutely 
continuous near ha and is unitarily equivalent near h, to the perturbed 
operator T = T,, + I? The main tool in the proof of this, and the subsequent 
theorems is the formula (1.6) for the inverse of the Weinstein-Aronszajn 
matrix W(z). We do not employ the contour integral techniques used by 
Friedrichs [I]. 
Secondly, we shall consider the asymptotic properties of the family of 
operators T, = T,, + EV as E -+ 0 + . We shall give sufficient conditions 
that Theorem 1 apply for all sufficiently small positive e (Theorem 1), and 
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then under additional conditions, cxaminc the spectral measure of T, near 
h,, (Theorem 3) and the spectral concentration at X,, (Theorem 4). Extensions 
of the present \vork to perturbations of infinite rank will bc discussed in a 
subsequent publication. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A general reference for this section is the article [3] of Kuroda. If G is a 
subset of the real axis, the phrase “for x near G” will mean for every non- 
real z in a neighborhood of G in the complex plane. 
Let T,, be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space 9, with domain a( To), 
and I/ a bounded self-adjoint operator of finite rank r. V may then be written 
as V = x:-1 c,(., #J c+$ , where c1 ,..., c, arc nonvanishing real numbers and 
{& ,..., &} is a finite orthonormal set spanning the range ‘32(V) of V. It follows 
that the operator T - 7’,, -(- V with a(T) - B(T,,) is also self-adjoint. Let 
R(z) = (T - z)- 1 and H,(z) - (7;, -- z)-’ be the resolvents of T and 7; , 
and E(h) and E,,(h) the corresponding spectral resolutions. If S is a Bore1 set, 
we define E[S] = ss &Y(X), and similarly for E,,[S]. 
For Im .z f 0, define Q(z) -: I - VR(z) and Q”(z) = I + V&(z). Q(z) 
and Q,,(z) are then analytic operator-valued functions for Im z f 0 and satisfy 
the following equations: 
Q(z) Qd4 = So@> PC4 = 1 (1.1) 
and 
R(z) - R(f) = 8*(4 [R&4 - %Wl QC4 (1.3) 
where Q*(z) is the adjoint of Q(z). These facts follow easily from the expres- 
sions Q(z) = (T - z) R(z) and Q,,(z) = (T - z) R,(z) and the resolvent 
equations [5, Section 1.11. If we define, for Im z # 0, 
E’(z) = & [R(x) - R(f)] 
and similarly for E&z), then (1.3) can be written 
E'(4 = Q*(z) &X4 QW (1.4) 
Observe that the finite dimensional space %(V) is invariant under both 
Q(z) and Q,,(z). We shall d enote by W(z) the restriction of QO(z) to s(V). 
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Then W-i(z) exists for Im z f 0 and is the restriction of Q(z) to %( I’). Note 
that with respect to the basis $r ,..., +, , W(z) has the matrix 
4i - ml(4 94 9 96) U-5) 
so that det W(z) is the Weinstein-Aronszajn determinant [3, Chapt. IV, 
Section 61. 
Assume that h, is an eigenvalue of T,, of simple multiplicity, and let &, 
be the corresponding normalized eigenvector. Let PO = (s, $,,) & and 
P = 1 - P, , and define W,(z) to be the restriction to %(V) of the operator 
I + V&,(z) P, then 
LEMMA 1.1. W;‘(x) exists for Im a # 0, and 
PROOF. Suppose that for some x E ‘%(V), 
W,(z) x = x + V&(z) Px = 0 U.8) 
Multiplying on the left by P, we find that 
y + V&j(~) py = 0, 
where y = Px and VI = PVP. But R,(z) P is the resolvent of TOP on the 
space Pfi, and hence, by a suitable version of (l.l), P + V&(z) P has a 
bounded inverse on Psj given by P - V,S(z) where S(z) is the resolvent 
of TOP + VI on P!$ Thus y = 0 and hence by (1.8) x = 0. Thus W;;l(z) 
exists. 
Recall now the formula. 
[I + (-9 4Jv = 1 - P + (Y, w (*, 4Y (1.9) 
for the inverse of the sum of the identity and an operator of rank one. If 
we define F(z) = W(z) - IV&), then F(z) has rank one, and we have 
W-‘(z) = (W,(z) + F(z))-1 = W,-‘(z) (I +F(z) w;;‘(z))“. (1.10) 
If we apply (1.9) to the rank one operator FW;l, then we obtain (1.6) from 
(1.10). 
For simplicity in the sequel, we shall define 
for every x in t%(V). 
r(x, 4 = w!m x9 AJ 
2. SPECTRAL 'I'HEORY 
If T =- j-h dE(X) IS a self-adjoint operator on $ and G is a Bore1 suhsct of 
the reals, then the purf f$ II’ in G is the operator ‘f’I!‘[G], considcrcd as an 
operator on E[G] $. 7’ is absolutely continuous 011 G iff the part of 7’ in G is 
absolutely continuous, or cquivalcntly if?’ the measure d(l:‘(h) B[G] x, x) is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lcbcsgue measure for every x in 5. 
Let &(G, T) denote the set of’ all .x in $ such that the restriction of 
d(E(h) x, x) to G is absolutely continuous. 
LEMM.4 2.1. &(G, T) is a closed subspace of 5 which reduces T. 
PROOF. Let E[G] 9 : (5, @ (5, be the decomposition of E[G] J3 into 
absolutely continuous and singular subspaces relative to E[G] T [3, Chapt. X, 
Section 1.21. The lemma follows if we show that !&(G, T) .- Sj-. Hut if 
N : x1 -; .Q -I x3 is the decomposition of x with respect to the direct sum 
f) 1 E[G’] $ s cr,, 0 (,?, ) 
where G’ is the complement of G, then 
d(E(h) x, x) = d(E(h) xj , x1) - d(E(h) xp , x2) j-- d(E(h) .x3 , .x3). 
The first measure on the right side vanishes identically on G, while the second 
is absolutely continuous. The third is purely singular with support in G, and 
vanishes iff x3 -:: 0. Hence, x E Sj,,(G, T) iff x3 = 0. 
We also define 91(& ,..., 4,; T,,) to be the smallest subspace of 9 which 
contains & ,..., 4,. and reduces T, . It follows [6] that klJI(q5, ,..., &; T,,) also 
reduces II’ and that 
YJI($, ,..., 4,; To) L 9JW, ,..., 4,; T). 
Moreover, T = 7’” on the orthogonal complement of *9X(& ,..., b,; TO). 
The following is the main result on spectral theory. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an open subset of the reals and A, E G be an eigenvalue 
of T,, of simple multiplicity. Suppose that 
(a) W,(z) and W;‘(z) are bounded near G. 
(b) Im( W;‘(z) VZ,!J, , #,,) is bounded away from zero near G. 
Then 
(1) The restrictions of T and T,, to ‘Xn(+, ,..., &; TO) are absolutely continu- 
ous on G and G- {A,} respectively. 
(2) The part of T in G is unitarify equivalent to the part of T,, in G N (A,}. 
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PROOF. Since the parts of T and T,, on 9X($, ,..., &; T,,)’ are identical, 
we may assume that $ = 9X(+, ,..., c$,.; TO). By the theorem of Rosenblum 
and Kato [3, Theorem 4.4, p. 5401, the absolutely continuous parts of T and 
1’, are unitarily equivalent, so that (2) follows from (1). By an analogue of (1.5), 
boundedness of W,,(z) near G implies boundedness near G of (R,,(a) &bl , 4,) 
for i = I ,..., Y. Since 
it follows that (n,(z) 4, , 4,) is bounded locally near G - {h,), and hence [7] 
that Wd4 4, 7 A) is absolutely continuous on G - {A,,}. Therefore 
&(G -{ha}; T,,) contains #i ,..., 4,. and reduces ‘I; , and must equal 5 by 
our assumption. TO is thus absolutely continuous on G - {A,,}. From (I .7) 
and condition (b), it is immediate that d(z) is bounded near G. It therefore 
follows from (1.6) and condition (a) that II-i(z), and hence by (1.5) 
(R(z) $z ,4,), are bounded near G. By the above argument, T is absolutely 
continuous on G. 
REMARKS. (I) It is clear from the statement of Theorem 1, that it 
suffices to assume that (a) and (b) hold for every compact subset of G, rather 
than for G itself. 
(2) Since the unitary equivalence was obtained by the Rosenblum-Kato 
theorem, it follows that the connecting operators may be taken as the wave 
operators 
w* = s-lim eiT~OteeiTtfi[G]. 
t%kc 
(See L31.1 
(3) Observe that in Theorem 1, A, can never be an isolated eigenvalue of 
T,, . For if we assume that u(T,,) n G -: {A,}, then P = 0 and W,(z) = I. 
Hence Im( W;;‘(z) V& , 4”) .z Im( Vz,!+, , $,,) = 0 since I’ is self-adjoint. 
(4) Theorem 1 can be easily applied to the example of Friedrichs men- 
tioned in the Introduction. 
3. SMALL PERTURBATIONS 
In this and the following sections, we shall be considering the properties 
of the operator T, = TO + EV for sufficiently small positive values of E. 
All of the previous, notation kill %e taken, over simply by indicating the 
dependence on c of quantities connected with the perturbed operator. For 
example, R,(z) = (Tc - z)-l and E,(h) is the spectral resolution of T, . 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for application of Theo- 
rem 1 to the operator T, for sufficiently small E. Note that the hypotheses do 
not involve W;;l(.z; E). 
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‘hN)REJI 2. Let c be an open subset of the reals and A,, E (= un eigenvalue 
of 7; of simple nmltiplicity. Suppose thut 
(a) (R,(z) Z’& ,c$,) is bounded ncur G, for i,j I ,..., r. 
(1~) d&(h) PV-/J, , V#,,)jdA : i, essentially bounded away from zero on G. 
Then T, satisjies the hypotheses of Theorem I for all sufficiently smallpositive E. 
PROOF. If K(z) denotes the restriction of F&(z) P to N(V), then it 
follows from (a) that K(a) is bounded near G in operator norm; say 
; K(z) /I ‘6 c for z near G. Hence, if 0 <: CE <: 1, it follows from the Neumann 
series that W;‘(z, l ) = [.Z -(- &(.z)]-I is bounded near G by (1 -- CC)-l. 
YIoreover, W;‘(z, l ) = I .- X(s) + O(c2) so that a brief calculation yields, 
for Im z > 0, 
But the first term on the right is the Poisson integral of c2 d(E,,(h) PV&, , V&J 
and is therefore bounded away from zero near any compact subset of G, by (b). 
4. SPECTRAL A~YMPTOTICS 
In this section, an asymptotic result for the spectral density d(E,(h) x, y)/dA 
is obtained for x, y in ‘3(V). Th e result is analogous to the formula of 
Weisskopf and Wigner discussed by Friedrichs [l]. The necessary additional 
assumption is stated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold. Suppose that 
(4.1) A = limz+ (K(z)V$, , $a) Im z > 0 
exists, and let r, :-- --E21m A, A, = A, + l ( V&, , 4”) -- ?Re A and 
A, = A, - ir, . Then r, > 0 and 
(4.2) l y(z, C; V#,) = A,{1 -+ ~(2, l )} + O(S) uniformly in z, where 
7&z, l ) + 0 as z + A, , uniformly in E. 
Moreover, as x -+ A, and E + Of, we have the asymptotic formulae 
d(z, E) = <[AC - ir, - x1-l {I + o(l)}. (4.3) 
and, provided that 0 < Im z < r,/2, 
W-I(z, 6) x = - E[Ac - ir, - ~1-1 (x, $,,) {I 2 o(l)} VA) + O(l), (4.4) 
for every x in 9?(V). 
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PROOF: I’, is positive by (3.1). If y( z, E; V$,) is approximated by taking 
the zeroth and first order terms of the Newmann series of IV;l(z, E), then 
(4.2) results from the assumption (4.1) by a simple calculation, By (4.2) 
and (1.7), we have 
d(z, l ) - E[& - ir, - 21-l [l + (AC - ir, - z)-’ 0(.9)]-‘. 
Since j h, - il”, - z I > FE/2 = cc4 when 0 < Im z .< I’J2, we may 
expand the second factor in a binomial series to obtain (4.3). (4.4) now follows 
from (1.6) and (4.3) by a simple calculation. 
The following theorem is the main asymptotic result. 
THEOREM 3. Let {J ~ : E > 0} be a family of intervals containing A, whose 
length tends to zero as E + 0 f. Then under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, 
we have for every x, y in ‘S(V) 
d(E@ix,Y) = (P~~,~) J$ - A,)* -i- r,2]-ql + 0(i)] i- o(q 
uniformly in A, for a.e. X in J, . 
Notice that since r, = O($), the first term of (4.5) is O(E-~) at A = A, . 
Thus, at least very near A, , the first term dominates the second. 
PROOF. For a.e. A in J, , the left side of (4.5) is the limit as 7 + 0 + of 
(E:(h + iq) x, y), which by (1.4) is equal to 
(&(A + iTI) PW-‘(A + iv) x, lP(h + iv) y). (4.6) 
The factor P has been inserted, since the term ,!$(A + i7) P, tends to zero 
in operator norm as 7] + 0 +, for h # A,, . Using the asymptotic result (4.4) 
and boundedness of E;(z) P near G, we find after a simple calculation that 
(4.6) is equal to 
h Ed (A I Y> [(A - U2 -i- m-1 4W + id pWo , boo) U +- o(l)) 
+ O(e-1). (4.7) 
However. by (3.1) and (4.1) 
4%~ + 4) PWo , V&) = f { 1 + O( 1)). 
Making this replacement in (4.7), and noting that (Pdc, Y> = (x, $00) (A, , Y) 
we obtain (4.5). 
Let (7: : E I 01 be a family of self-adjoint operators. Following [2], \\e 
and I JC : : e(@) as E + 0 ..!-, where ! JE is the Lebesgue measure of JC . 
Sote that concentration is an asymptotic propert>. of the family { TC} and not 
a property of an): single operator rC . 
\Ve also sa!; that T, tends to T,, strongly in the generalized sense, and write 
7; -> 1; (sgs) iff R,(z) ---f R,(a) strongly for some nonrcal z. (See [3], Chapt. 
YIII, Section 1, tsp. Corollary I .4 on p. 429). Let CC0 denote the space of 
continuous complex valued functions on the real line with compact support, 
and ,ys be the characteristic function of S. 
LEMMA 5.1. If T, -+ T, (sgs), then f ( TF) + f (T,) strongly for every f in 
c,.o. 
PROOF. For any 6 > 0, there exists a simple function s(A) = & aixs(,,(h) 
such that (1) each S(i) is an interval whose end points are not discontinuities 
of E,(h) and (2) sup 1 s(h) -f(h) < 6. Since ‘, s( ?‘,) -,f(T,) I ::[ 6 for all 
E > 0, and since 
n 
s( TJ == c a&[S(i)] - s(TJ 
i-1 
strongly by [3, p. 432, Theorem 1.151, the result follows easily. 
The following is our main result on spectra1 concentration. 
THEOREM 4. Let { JE : E ::> 0) he a family of intervals, symmetric about A, , 
such that 1 JF I == O(C) as E -+ 0 1 . If the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 hold, then 
(a) IfB = lim 1 JF 1/(2r,) exists as E + 0 +, 0 :: p sz Co, 
then 
.&[JJ - + arctan P0 weakly as E + 0 -+ . 
(b) EJJ,] + P0 strongly isf lim j JC l/e2 = CO as E -+ 0 $-. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and the definitions, we have: 
COROLLARY 5.2. The spectrum of T, is concentrated at A, to order p, for 
O<p<2,butnotp>2. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Define P, = E,[j;l and let x,y E %(I’) and 
f, g E C,O(R). Since for any fixed non-real z, the Neumann series for 
Qt.4 = L-r + ~VRo(dl-~ converges for sufficiently small E, it follows from 
(1.2) that R,(z) --f R,(z) in operator norm, and hence, a fortiori, T, -+ To (sgs). 
Hence 
(P,f(To)x,g(To)y) - (P,f(T,)x~g(T,)y)-0 (5.1) 
as E -+ 0 + by Lemma 5.1. On the other hand, we have 
= ; (Pdc, Y) (1 + o(l)) j-, J’,f @)&A) [(A - A,)* + r:]-l dh $ 0 (+) 
(5.2) 
by Theorem 3. If t = (A - X,)/J’, , the right side of (5.2) becomes 
where /3(e) = ) JE 1/(2I’,). Butf(A, + f,t)g(A, + r,t) -f(X,)g(h,) uniformly 
on compact subsets so that if b = lim p( e exists, then (5.3) converges to ) 
1 arcW8)f(~o) SiJ (POT Y> = 5 arctan (Pf (ToI x9 G”o)~) 
as r-to+. 
Now let D be the space of all finite Iinear combinations of elements of the 
form f( To) x, where f E C:(R) and x E %( I’). It follows from the above 
equations that for every U, Y ED 
(Pp, V) + 1 arctan (Pou, w) as E-+0$. (5.4) 
However, [8, Section 31 D is dense in Jj = $9J(+, ...,& , To), so that (5.4) 
implies weak convergence since II PC 1’ ,< 1. This proves (a). 
For (b), observe that iffy = co, the limit operator P,, is a projection, so that 
weak convergence implies strong convergence. (The same is true if fl = 0.) 
Conversely, if /?c does not converge to m, then some subsequence t9,, of /$ 
must converge to a point PO < 00. By the above arguments, the corresponding 
subsequence P, of P,, must converge weakly to (2/r) arctan vo) * PO # PO . 
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